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Abstract— In performance studies of vehicular ad hoc networks, the underlying mobility model plays a major role. In this
paper, we investigate the influence of three mobility models on
the performance of ad hoc network routing protocols (AODV
and GPSR). As a benchmark, we use the popular random
waypoint mobility model. Our second model is based on a
vehicular traffic simulator that we proposed in earlier work.
Finally, as third model, we propose a novel mobility model based
on vectorized street maps and speed limit information extracted
from a geographic information system. With the two considered
routing protocols, the random waypoint mobility model tends
to lead to substantially higher performance than with our own,
presumably more realistic mobility models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The evaluation of protocols and algorithms for vehicular
ad hoc networks is based mostly on theory or simulation
experiments as large-scale testbeds would be too expensive
to be practical. However, high predictability can be expected
from simulation studies only if the mobility model resembles
reality closely.
In this paper, we investigate the impact of the mobility
model choice on the routing protocol performance. We propose
two mobility models and use the random waypoint mobility
model as a benchmark. The first mobility model we present
uses vectorized street information, including speed limit data,
from the Swiss Geographic Information System (GIS) [1]. The
second model is based on traces from a microscopic, multiagent traffic simulator that we have presented in our previous
work [2].
Both mobility models have advantages and limitations. The
GIS-based model requires only little computing power but the
scenarios it produces are not as close to reality as those of the
trace-based model. In contrast, the trace-based model imitates
reality very closely, but requires a huge amount of computing
power for the generation of traces.
In order to determine the influence of the mobility model on
the performance of routing, we consider two popular routing
protocols AODV [3] and GPSR [4]. These routing protocols
represent two major classes of ad hoc routing protocols:
AODV represents reactive, non-geographic routing, whereas
GPSR represents geographic routing with greedy forwarding.
Both AODV and GPSR are well documented, have been tested

in many research studies and are known as good performers
in their classes of routing protocols.
Our results indicate a significant drop of the packet delivery
ratio with our presumably more realistic models compared to
the delivery ratio achieved with the random waypoint model.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Analysis of related literature reveals that the results of
performance studies of ad hoc networks depend heavily on the
chosen mobility model [5]–[8]. We distinguish two categories
of mobility models. First, there are simple mobility models like
random waypoint, random directions, Manhattan, and other
models where the nodes change their speed and direction
randomly. Second, there are more complex models where the
movement and behavior of nodes are modeled closer to reality
[2], [8]–[12]. Results obtained with models from different
category often differ significantly. This discrepancy raises the
question whether the simple models are consistent enough with
reality.
One realistic modeling approach would be to use mobility
traces. However, no traces are available for pedestrians or
vehicles moving around in cities. There are traces for buses
of public transport systems [13], but these do not necessarily
match the mobility of pedestrians or cars. As a result, the
mobility of vehicles is often approximated by random mobility
models configured with higher maximum node speed [14].
Sawant et al. [15] describe vehicular movement on a highway
by simulating a set of nodes moving at a constant speed
along the longer side of a rectangular area of 1000m × 100m.
A slightly more advanced model is used in [16], where the
decisions of the car drivers are included in the mobility model.
Saha and Johnson proposed in [9] to use street maps form
the TIGER database to generate quite realistic mobility patterns. However, their model neither follows the exact geometry
of the streets nor does it incorporate speed limits. In Section
III we present a new mobility model that is based on exact
vectorized street maps of major Swiss cities with complete
speed limit information.
Lochert et al. [10] use the traffic flow simulator Videlio
developed by Daimler Chrysler AG to create a movement
pattern for a small part (6.25km × 3.45km) of the city of
Berlin. No information is given on how the density/distribution

of vehicles were chosen. The authors consider only one area of
the city and 10 data sources that are active for only 5 seconds.
Choffnes et al. proposed STRAW [8], a simple microscopic
traffic simulator based on the TIGER Street maps. In Section
IV, we describe a source of realistic vehicular mobility traces
that we proposed in [2]. These traces are obtained from a
multi-agent microscopic traffic simulator that was developed
by K. Nagel (at ETH Zurich, now with the Technical University in Berlin, Germany). In contrast to STRAW, this simulator
is capable of simulating public and private vehicular traffic
over real regional road maps of Switzerland with a high level
of realism [11], [12]. The multi-agent core enables accurate
reproduction of the behavior of the individuals, such as the
choice of means of transportation. Moreover, the start time of
a trip and its destination is considered for every single person
in the simulation.

III. M OBILITY M ODEL BASED ON GIS DATA
With this mobility model, we aim to mimic the movement
of pedestrians and vehicles. To this end, we constrain the
movement of the nodes to streets. We extract street maps
of real Swiss cities from the Swiss Geographic Information
System (GIS) [1]. This database includes vectorized building
and street maps including speed limit information and many
other data. As an example, the vectorized maps of the city
centers of four large Swiss cities are displayed in Fig. 1. A
major advantage of this data source is its high level of detail.
The precision of the street geometry is 1 meter, thus even
small turns and the number of lanes are mapped. An other
advantage is the availability of an elevation profile as well as
additional information about the maximum velocities.
In our GIS-based mobility model, the actual node movement
is generated according to the steady-state random trip mobility
model [17] on the vectorized street maps as follows. A node
chooses a random destination in the city and moves to this
position using the fastest available path, i.e., the shortest path
in terms of time. In order to determine this path, we calculate
a weighted shortest path [18] whose edges are weighted according to the time required to pass through a street segment at
the maximal allowed speed. The model captures the behavior
of pedestrians as well as cars since both move along the
streets of a city. We generate two scenarios: (i) a scenario with
mobile nodes moving at pedestrian speeds (i.e., node speeds
that are uniformly distributed between 1m/s and 4m/s) and
(ii) a scenario with nodes moving at car speeds according to
the maximal allowed speed on that street segment. In order
to account for cars that do not move at the maximal speed,
the speeds are uniformly distributed between 75% and 100%
of the speed limit, corresponding to speeds of approximately
10m/s–20m/s.

IV. M OBILITY M ODEL USING M ULTI - AGENT
M ICROSCOPIC T RAFFIC S IMULATOR
Since real vehicular traces are not available, a traffic simulator can be used to generate the movement of vehicles.
However, driver behavior on a road is very complex since
it depends on the environment. Drivers react to changing
road conditions such as for instance congestion, which in
turn depend on the drivers’ plans and behavior. Furthermore,
weather and other environmental factors also influence the
behavior of the individuals. Thus, the choice of the traffic
simulator in the end determines the relevance and viability of
the obtained results.
Vehicular traffic simulators can in general be classified
into microscopic and macroscopic simulators. A macroscopic
simulator considers such system parameters as traffic density
(number of vehicles per km per lane) or traffic flow (number of
vehicles per hour crossing some point, usually an intersection)
to compute road capacity and the distribution of the traffic in
the road network. From the macroscopic perspective, vehicular
traffic is viewed as a fluid compressible medium, and therefore
is modeled based on an equation deduced from the NavierStokes equations [19]. In contrast, microscopic simulators
determine the movement of each vehicle that participates in the
road traffic. Thus, a microscopic traffic simulator is potentially
a better choice for our research.
The Multi-agent Microscopic Traffic Simulator (MMTS)
[11], [12] developed at ETH Zurich is capable of simulating
public and private traffic over real regional road maps of
Switzerland with a high level of realism. MMTS models
the behavior of people living in the area, reproducing their
movement (using vehicles) within a period of 24 hours. The
decision of each individual depends on the area it lives in.
The individuals in the simulation are distributed over the cities
and villages according to statistical data gathered by a census.
Within the 24 hours of simulation, all individuals choose a
time to travel and the mean of transportation according to
their needs and environment. For instance, one individual
might board their car and go to work in the early morning,
another one that gets up later goes shopping using public
transportation, etc. Travel plans are made based on road
congestion; congestion in turn depends on the travel plans.
To resolve this situation, a standard relaxation method is used
[20], [21].
The street network that is used in MMTS was originally
developed for the Swiss regional planning authority (Federal
Office of Spatial Development). The major attributes of each
road segment are type, length, speed, and capacity. The street
network is simulated on a Beowulf [22] Pentium cluster of
over 30 CPUs. With the help of MMTS, the consequences
of construction sites, road modifications, new roads, etc. can
be simulated and potential economical influence (e.g., travel
time and price changes for public and private transport) can
be estimated.
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Vectorized street map of four Swiss cities.

For generating vehicular mobility traces, we use a 24hour, detailed car traffic trace file generated by MMTS. The
file contains detailed simulation data of a certain geographic
region in the canton of Zurich. This region includes the part
where the main country highways connect to the city of
Zurich, the largest city in Switzerland. Around 260’000 vehicles are involved in the simulation with more than 25’000’000
recorded direction/speed changes in an area of around 250 km
× 260 km (see Figure 2).
The car traffic simulator file describes in XML format the
step by step movement of each vehicle within the 24-hour
time period. To use that data we convert the XML input
from the car traffic simulator into simulator movement pattern.
However, the file resulting from car traffic simulator movement
pattern contains too many nodes (vehicles) to be processed
by any available network simulator. Thus to allow simulation
on a network simulator, we select smaller subregions that are
suitable for simulations as shown in Figure 3. The selected
region contains the 24 hour movement pattern of all the

vehicles that travel inside or through a region. As a next
step we capture different levels of activity of vehicles in
the region (the number of events per time slot) and select
three time periods that correspond to high density rush hour
(more than 50 vehicles per km of road), medium density
(30-40 vehicles/km), and low vehicle density (less than 15
vehicles/km). Each period has a length of 0.5 hours. Finally,
from each of these periods, we create 10 scenario files of 300
seconds, each shifted by 150 seconds from the previous one.
In Figure 4, a snapshot of mobile nodes (vehicles) moving
about the center of Zurich-city is superimposed above a map
of the region.
V. S IMULATION S TUDY
We now discuss the influence of the chosen mobility model
on the performance of two popular routing protocols: AODV
and GPSR. For this comparison, we use the two proposed mobility models as well as the random waypoint mobility model.
Before presenting the results, we describe the simulation and
mobility model set-up.
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Superposition of mobility pattern on a map of the center of Zurich.
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protocol, we use the 802.11 DFWMAC-DCF w/RTS/CTS
[29].
Traffic sources transmit data at a fixed data rate. We are not
interested in the maximum achievable throughput in VANET;
we rather want to investigate the influence of the different
mobility models on the performance, i.e. on the packet delivery
ratio. Thus we consider randomly 25 source-destination pairs
with a sending rate of 100 kbit/s. The sources start generating
data packets within the first 50 s of the simulation time and
stop generating data packets 50 s before the simulation ends
to avoid transient effects on our results.
B. Set-up of Mobility Models

Fig. 3.

Visualization examples of different inner city regions of Zurich.

A. Simulation Set-up
The literature shows that the results of performance studies
of ad hoc network depend heavily on the chosen mobility
model [5]–[7]. To allow our study to be compared with prior
work, we investigate AODV and GPSR1 based on the random
waypoint mobility model [24] and compare the results with our
mobility models using release 2.31 of the ns-2 [25] network
simulator. For the simulations, we use the default settings for
the GPSR and AODV routing protocols.
To gain more realistic signal propagation than with the
deterministic free space or two-ray ground reflection model,
we use the shadowing model for radio propagation [26].
According to real world experiments with inter-vehicle communication [27], [28], we choose β = 3.5 and σdB = 6. All
nodes are equipped with a 802.11b radio with a bandwidth of
11Mbps and a nominal range of 250 meters. As MAC layer
1 The

code for GPSR is taken from [23].

For the random waypoint model we simulate an area of
5 km × 5 km populated by 1100 nodes that move about the
area. The node speeds vary between 15 km/h and 55 km/h.
The pause time equals 0 s (constant motion), 200 s and 300
s. For the mobility model using GIS-data, we select the same
area size, the same number of nodes using the scenario with
nodes moving at car speed and the same pausing times as for
random waypoint. Also for the vehicular traces we select the
same area size representing the city region. We identify the
300 s time interval when the selected area is populated by at
least 1000 nodes and at most by 1200 nodes. Pause time is
modeled like follows: for 300 s pause time (static picture) we
cancel all node mobility; for 200 s pause time we keep nodes
static for 200 s and then allow movement; for 0 s pause time
no restrictions are applied.
C. Results
Figures 5 and 6 show the packet delivery ratio of AODV
and GPSR with the random waypoint model and with our
more realistic models. The performance of both protocols
shows noticeable dependence on the chosen mobility model.
With the random waypoint model, GPSR outperforms AODV;
with the vehicular traces the situation changes to the opposite
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2) With the random waypoint mobility model, nodes move
along a straight line from a starting point to a destination
at a constant speed. In contrast, the two novel models
force nodes to change their direction and speed more
frequently. This leads to an increased link breakage ratio,
mainly for nodes close to the maximal communication
range, and also increases the packet loss ratio.
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(see tables I and II). Using the proposed mobility models,
the packet delivery ratio of both protocols turns out to be
much lower than in the corresponding random waypoint model
scenarios.
Comparing the two proposed mobility models shows that
the performance using the GIS-data based model is close to
the performance of the model based on the traffic simulator
traces. Since the GIS-data based model requires much fewer
computing resources for generating mobility patterns than the
trace-based model and still provides quite similar results, it
provides a viable alternative.
Our analysis of the degraded packet delivery ratio compared
to random waypoint has revealed the following main causes.
1) We found that with both realistic models, the average
path length (in number of hops) is around 1.3 to 2
times longer than with the random waypoint model. This
increased path length is due to the restriction of the
node movements to the roads, which leads to routes with
detours. These detours increase the average path length,
which incurs a higher packet loss ratio.

In this paper, we have proposed two novel mobility models
that model reality more closely than simple models such as
random waypoint. Our first model is based on street maps with
speed limit information from the Swiss geographic information
system. The second model is based on realistic traces from
a microscopic multi-agent traffic simulator. The latter model
provides potentially more realistic mobility patterns. However,
it requires much more computing resources than the first
model.
Our evaluation has validated the finding that performance
results of vehicular ad hoc networks depend highly on the
underlying mobility model. The simple random waypoint
mobility model tends to considerably overestimate the performance of the routing protocols that we used for our evaluation
(AODV and GPSR).
We conclude from our results that care should be taken if
simple mobility models are used for the evaluation of vehicular
ad hoc networks as the results obtained with these models
might not be as close to reality as expected. One striking
difference between the simple random waypoint model and
our more complex mobility models is that our models lead to
considerably longer paths and this in turns contributes to the
higher packet loss ratio seen with our models.
As further work we mainly plan to investigate different
routing protocols. Furthermore, we are considering to further
investigate the differences between the mobility models we
propose in this paper. In particular, we are interested to
determine if the difference in the results of our models can
be attributed to a particular property of the GIS-based model.
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